COMFORT

Thoughtfully crafted interiors and spacious cabin make for a comfortable and joyful drive.

- ePAS (Electric Power-Assisted Steering) with speed sensitivity and active return function
- 110L* luggage space and class-leading† interior space, shoulder room and legroom
- Best-in-class* AC
- Front power windows
- Keyless remote central locking

SAFETY

The new GenX Nano, with advanced structural stability, offers you a confident drive with complete peace of mind.

- Impact cushioning crumple zone
- Reinforced body structure for enhanced frontal crash safety
- Robust side doors with intrusion beams for side crash protection
- Anti-roll bar for high speed stability
- SUV-like ground clearance of 180mm

PERFORMANCE

GenX Nano offers the convenience of driving an automatic with the remarkable fuel-efficiency of a manual car. With so much technology at your command, it is truly an advanced compact hatch.

- Easy Shift
  - Automated Manual Transmission
  - Sports Mode for enhanced acceleration
  - Creep feature for parking ease and bumper-to-bumper traffic manoeuvrability
  - Mileage of 21.9 km/l†
  - Shift Assist manual mode for convenience of changing gears as per driver requirement
- Smallest turning radius of 4m for easy manoeuvrability
- Large 24L fuel tank for longer driving range
- Remarkable zippy drive through advanced ECU developed with Bosch‡, Germany
- Mileage of 21.9 km/l†
- Shift Assist manual mode for convenience of changing gears as per driver requirement
- Smallest turning radius of 4m for easy manoeuvrability
- Large 24L fuel tank for longer driving range
- Remarkable zippy drive through advanced ECU developed with Bosch‡, Germany

CONNECTIVITY

The new GenX Nano comes with an advanced information display and entertainment system that not only keeps you entertained but also informed about your car’s performance as you drive.

- AmphiStream™ music system with Radio, CD, USB & AUX-in connectivity
- Bluetooth™ for phone calls & music streaming
- Surround sound effect with 4 speakers
- First-in-segment digital information display with trip meter, instantaneous fuel consumption, distance-to-empty, average fuel consumption, gear shift indicator

DESIGN

With a wide smile on a confident face, the GenX Nano comes with a completely rejuvenated design philosophy. Inspired by the ‘infinity’ symbol, this car incorporates multiple design cues that give it a sporty attitude.

- Front & rear bumpers with infinity motif grille
- Stylish interiors with first-in-segment† colour themes
- Smoked headlamps with black bezel and large circular fog lamps
- Sporty integrated tailgate spoiler
- New generation Tata signature steering wheel
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### Specifications

#### Engine & Transmission
- **Engine Type**: 624 cc, 2 cylinders Gasoline, MPFI
- **XMA, XTA (Easy Shift)**: Five forward + one reverse speed
- **XE, XM & XT**: Four forward + one reverse speed with Sports Mode & Creep feature

#### Front Suspension
- Independent semi-trailing arm with coil spring and gas-filled shock absorbers
- anti-roll bar

#### Rear Suspension
- Independent, lower wishbone, McPherson struts with gas-filled dampers and anti-roll bar

#### Steering System
- Manual steering
- Electric Power Assisted (brushless type) with active return feature

#### Brakes
- Drum brake
- Drum brake
- Independent dual circuit, hydraulic brake operated by tandem master cylinder with vacuum booster

#### Features
- Impact Cushioning Crumple Zones
- Additional Body Reinforcements
- Booster Assisted Brakes
- Central Locking
- Rear Seat Folding
- Rear Assist Grips
- Front Assist Grips
- Passenger Side Seat with Slider
- Driver Seat with Slider
- Passenger Side Sunvisor
- Driver Side Sunvisor
- Front Seat Headrest
- Magazine & Coin Holder on all Doors
- Cabin Lamp
- Cup Holders in Front Console
- Heater
- Air Conditioning
- Digital Clock (LED Display)
- Low Fuel Warning Indicator
- Gear Shift Indicator
- Instantaneous Fuel Consumption
- Fuel Gauge
- Average Fuel Economy (AFE)
- Distance to Empty (DTE)
- Driver Information Display
- Electric Power Assisted Steering
- Dual Glove Boxes
- Door Trim
- Seat Upholstery
- Headlamp with Black Bezel
- Colour Coordinated Tip Tap ORVM’s
- Body coloured Door Handles
- Body Coloured Bumpers
- Openable Hatch
- Front Fog Lamps
- Roof Mounted Antenna
- Front Wiper & Washer
- Hatch Integrated Spoiler
- Roof Beading

#### Colour Palette
- **Metallic**: DAMSON PURPLE, PEARL WHITE, PEARL WHITE, METEOR SILVER, BLACK CRYSTAL, SILVER, ESPRESSO BROWN, BEIGE + Cappuccino Accents
- **Solid**: DAMSON PURPLE, PEARL WHITE, PEARL WHITE, METEOR SILVER, BLACK CRYSTAL, SILVER, ESPRESSO BROWN
- **Cabin**: Black and Silver, Black and Silver, Black and Silver, Black and Silver, Black and Silver, Black and Silver, Black and Silver, Black and Silver
- **Instrument Panel**: Black and Silver, Black and Silver, Black and Silver, Black and Silver, Black and Silver, Black and Silver, Black and Silver, Black and Silver

#### Accessories
- Colour Accented Speaker Bezel
- 4 Speakers for Surround sound
- Bluetooth™ for Phone Calls & Music Streaming with Radio, CD, MP3, AUX-in
- Dual Zone Manual Climate Control
- Remote Mirror Control
- Manual Anti Dazzle Mirror (Manual Adjusted Temperature)
- Driver Side Sunvisor with Vanity Mirror
- Passenger Side Sunvisor with Vanity Mirror
- Front Fog Lamps
- Body Coloured Bumpers
- Openable Hatch
- Front Seat Headrest
- Magazine & Coin Holder on all Doors
- Cabin Lamp
- Cup Holders in Front Console
- Heater
- Air Conditioning
- Digital Clock (LED Display)
- Low Fuel Warning Indicator
- Gear Shift Indicator
- Instantaneous Fuel Consumption
- Fuel Gauge
- Average Fuel Economy (AFE)
- Distance to Empty (DTE)

#### Contact Information
- **Connect**: connect@tatamotors.com
- **Tata nano_page**: @tatamotors
- **Tata Nano Tweets**: @tatamano_tweets